T R I Y A N G
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com

This versatile garter stitch shawl is
made up of three long, narrow triangle
sections, worked modularly together
to make one large triangle shape.
You’ll make everything with
combinations of increases, decreases,
and short rows, joining the sections
as you go; there are no picked up
stitches and no extra finishing steps.
Make any size, in any weight yarn
(no gauge swatch needed!), with or
without stripes - make really different
styles with light versus heavy weights,
squishy wool versus more drapey
fibers, bold stripes or color blocks
versus a single semi-solid or a slowly
shifting gradient yarn.
There are extra customization
options if you want your project even
more personalized, like making it as a
kerchief, adding ties, or adjusting to
maximize your yardage.
The pattern includes all this info,
but if you just want to grab your yarn
and cast right on, you can pretty
much skip straight ahead to the
pattern on page 6 and just reference
the notes if needed, as you knit.
Triyang is copyright Lee Meredith
2015 - for personal use only, no
reprinting/redistributing - thanks! Visit
the leethalknits.com faq page or the
leethal ravelry group if you have
questions or need help.

YOU NEED
‣ enough yarn in any weight, 1 colorway or multiple for striping; you can
size your piece based on using up
whatever yardage you have (see
page 7); these estimates are for
small-large sizes
-- bulky:
175-500 yards / 160-460 meters
-- worsted:
250-700 yards / 230-640 meters
-- sport:
350-950 yards / 320-870 meters
-- fingering:
425-1200 yards / 390-1100 meters
‣ needles sized to match yarn (see
gauge) - a circular needle 32”/80cm
or longer for holding the stitches
‣ a stitch marker
‣ optional: a postal or kitchen scale

YARN
gauge
This pattern is for any gauge, any
yarn weight. Use needles sized to
work well with your yarn; no need to
make a gauge swatch before starting.

yarn used in
main samples
Find exact measurements and
other sample details on the last page.

To get a nice drape to your fabric,
use a needle one or two sizes larger
than recommended for your yarn.
The narrow beginning of the piece
can serve as a swatch to check how
your fabric is turning out - just start
over with new needles if you don’t like
how it’s looking after a few inches.

yardage
Yardage estimates are very vague,
but the pattern is written to help you
use up as much yardage as possible
without running out of yarn.
You can weigh your yarn before
beginning, and fill out the yardage
worksheet on page 7. The guidelines
show you how to make a shawl as
large as possible with the amount of
yarn you have.

colors
If using one yarn throughout, it can
be any kind of colorway you like:
solid, semi-solid, variegated, selfstriping, gradient, handspun.
You may stripe between two or
more yarns/colors, or switch yarns for
each section/triangle. Detailed
instructions for striping are given in
the techniques section on page 4.

The striped off-white & grey
sample is in Anzula Cole aran weight
yarn (Au Natural and Pewter), size US
9 (5.5mm) needles, for a garter stitch
gauge of approx 12 sts and 26 rows
per 4 inches / 10 cm.
Two skeins each color were used;
590 yards / 540 meters used total,
304 yards / 278 meters Au Natural,
286 yards / 262 meters Pewter.
This is a size large, in the differing
stripes pattern detailed on page 4.
The gradient sample is in Canon
Hand Dyes William Merino Gradient
light fingering weight yarn (Blue to
Green), size US 4 (3.5mm) needles,
for a loose garter stitch gauge of
approx 23 sts and 46 rows per 4
inches / 10 cm.
One skein was used; 433 yards /
396 meters used.
This is a size small.

If you’re switching colors for
each section, or changing the
designated main color, do this at
the beginning of each section, so
you’re using the new yarn color for
the transition row.
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